
UNDER THE BAOBAB

Bush greet ings f rom Griet j ie!   Af ter  some fantast ic rain
the bush is looking wonderful .  I t ’s  hard to bel ieve that
we are already approaching Christmas. What a crazy
year i t  has been. I  hope that everyone gets the
opportuni ty to spend some t ime with their  fami l ies over
the fest ive season.

Tar road:  The resurfacing of  the tar  road wi l l  cont inue
unt i l  the Chr istmas break and wi l l  then resume in
January.  Despi te a few rain delays the team is
progressing wel l .  I t  real ly makes a big di f ference to the
whole “ look and feel”  of  Dar isandi  now that a Signi f icant
sect ion is complete.
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ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS - CONTINUE..

BY IAN NOWAK

Declaration: After much frustration we have successfully
Gazetted the remaining properties (113-126) and the
correction notices for the 2 title deeds in November. The
registrar has still not loaded the caveat against our title
deed numbers so transfers are still going through without
the declaration being included. The declaration is still valid
and binding, but correction notices need to be published
for the most recent transfers. If you have recently bought
property in Grietjie and have already received your new
title deed, please contact me on ian@nsele-reserve.co.za
regarding the required documentation if you have not yet
received a letter or email from me.

It is important that we only do one more correction notice
before the registrar loads the caveat. During January we
will send out a mail regarding the title deed endorsements.
Instructions and requirements will be explained for those
who wish to join the collective endorsement process.

Access Road / RAL: We await the matter to appear before
the High Court in Polokwane.

Rehabilitation: The “Working for water” team of ladies
commenced with the rehabilitation of the open area of 79.
They are progressing well and managed to complete a
reasonable section before the last rains. They will cease to
work from the 14th of December until the 4th of January
2021. Once completed with 79 they will continue to 126. I
would like to thank No 80 (Antoinette Hayes) and 78 (Nico
Ras) for allowing the ladies to harvest brush cover from
your properties. The same team of ladies will move onto
alien plant removal once the rehabilitation project
concludes.

 

 We take
photos as a

return
ticket to a
moment

otherwise
gone...



Staff: I would to thank those that have given a token of
appreciation to our staff for Christmas this year. They
really do appreciate it. I would like to thank all our staff for
their work during this difficult year.

Balule:  Traditionally the festive season sees a sharp rise
in poaching and other crimes. We have intensified our
aerial patrols over Balule using both a fixed wing and a
helicopter. With the help of the Greater Kruger
Environmental Protection Foundation (GKEPF) these
patrols do not cost us anything. Armed patrols in our buffer
zones and other detection technology deployments is
ongoing. The military are also assisting with night flights
using thermal technology.

We also did follow up dehorning of the rhino that reside in
our traditional hotspots during late October and early
November. The 2 orphaned rhino that were released are
doing well and have adapted to the open system well.

In closing I would like to wish all members, residents and
staff a wonderful Christmas and happy new year. Please
travel safe during the holidays and hopefully I will get to
see many of you over the Christmas period. Besides 1
week in Mozambique over Christmas I will be here the
whole time.

Until next time.
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ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS - CONTINUE..

BY IAN NOWAK
"My mission

is to help
save our

wildlife. My
dream is

that one day
I won't have

to.."
WILD HEART
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RESERVE MANAGER/WARDEN
GERRIE VAN ZYL: 

No burglaries reported 

Animals in good condition.
Good sightings of impala lambs, little warthog
piglets, wildebeest calf and a zebra foal.
Male leopard spotted on koppie at #76 and lions are
regulars on Grietjie.

 All trees are green and lush with a few still in bloom.
Grass recover well after the rain.

14mm rain for November.
96mm rain for December so far.
239.5mm rain for the season to date.
Day temperatures are very hot with a number high
30's recorded.
Night temperatures are also warm in the 19-22
degrees.

The resurfacing of the Darisandi road in progress,
we have done in excess of 2000m2 double layer of
emulsion.

My wife and I want to wish you all a Merry Christmas
and may you all be blessed in the New Year.

1) SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL

 
2) GAME MANAGEMENT.

3) VEGETATION.

 
4) CLIMATE AND RAINFALL.

5) R0ADS

6) OTHER MATTERS.

     
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE SUPPORT.
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"IF YOU 
LOVE WHAT

YOU ARE
 DOING, YOU

WILL BE
SUCCESSFUL"

ALBERT SCHWEITZER



 Our own flower paradise
Recently Rinza and I had the privilege to follow
in the footsteps of Searl and Lorna to visit
Namaqualand and the West Coast to see the
flower wonder, and what a wonder it was!This
makes South Africa the 3rd most biodiverse
country in the world after Brazil and the
Philippines.The Cape Floristic Region includes
the internationally recognised Succulent Karoo
and Fynbos Biomes, which are well-known
Biodiversity Hotspots. This region is home to
one of the greatest concentration of plant
species in the world, with approximately 9,000
species crammed into it. More than 6,200 (69%)
of these species are endemic and found
nowhere else in the world.

But on Grietjie we also have a wonderful display
of flowers at the moment, maybe not as diverse,
obvious and showy as in Namaqualand, but very
pretty. One just have to bend down a bit as most
of them are fairly small and inconspicuous. An
excellent book to use for identification is Retha
van der Walt’s “Wild Flowers of the Limpopo
Valley”. Plants are arranged by the colour of
their flowers which makes it much easier to look
them up.

"If the names
are

unknown
knowledge of

the things also
perishes"

CARL LINNAEUS

 ECOLOGY / CONSERVATION
FREEK VENTER: 
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THIS MAKES SOUTH AFRICA THE 3RD MOST
BIODIVERSE COUNTRY IN THE WORLD AFTER
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 ECOLOGY / CONSERVATION 
 FREEK VENTER: 

One of the most interesting plants that is all over
Grietjie
at the moment, is our own little stinging nettle (Tragia
dioica, brandnetel). It is usually a very inconspicuous
little plant hiding amongst grasses, especially in good
rain years like this one. It forces you to recognise it, as
anyone who has experienced that intense burning and
itching sensation when you touch it, will know.  When
you are a plant out in the savanna, there is always a
good chance that you or chunks of you may be eaten.
To protect themselves, plants have evolved many
strategies to discourage animals to eat them, including
mechanical means (e.g. thorns, irritating hairs,
toughness) and chemical tactics (e.g. bad taste, poison,
milky latex, tannins).  But the incredibly ingenious
stinging nettle (ours is one of about 30 species in the
world) has combined mechanical and chemical
strategies in such a way that I consider it as one of the
big wonders of creation.
Mechanical - Stinging nettles are covered with
countless tiny hollow hairs called trichomes. The insides
of the hairs are lined with silica and the round tips has a
weak section at an angle at its neck. When something
brushes against these hairs, their very fragile silica tips
break off, and the
remainder of the hair can then act like a super-sharp
micro-syringe. It pierces the skin, and releases a
cocktail of various chemicals under pressure from the
base of the hair, and it’s these chemicals that cause the
sting.
Chemical - Apart from the clever chemistry plants must
take care of to build micro-syringes by lining the stinging
hairs with silica, stinging nettles produce a wide range
of irritation chemicals, including ones that are normally
not found in plants. This concoction of chemicals (more
than 20) have been the focus of many scientific studies.
I will only mention the main ones:
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"He that
plants

trees, loves
others

besides
himself "

THOMAS FULLER



https://www.cepf.net/our-work/biodiversity-
hotspots/cape-floristic-region/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stinging_plant
The Chemistry of Stinging Nettles.
https://www.compoundchem.com/2015/06/04/nettles/

Histamine - Histamine is an important part of our body’s
immune response and is partly responsible for the
swelling and itching sensation. It is also the irritating
ingredient present in the venom of many species of
wasps and bees. When we come into contact with an
allergen, such as pollen or animal venom, histamine is
send by the body to the site of contact. It is usually at
this point that we grab for the anti-histamine.
Serotonin - Serotonin is produced in our bodies, and
sometimes referred to as the ‘happy hormone’, though
it’s actually responsible for a number of other roles too.
When injected by the stinging nettle, however, it
functions as an irritant, leading to pain. 
Acetylcholine - Acetylcholine is the neurotransmitter
used at the junction between neurons and muscles - in
other words, it is the chemical that motor neurons of the
nervous system release in order to activate muscles.
When you are injected by this chemical from a stinging
nettle, you automatically jump! Its role is to amplify the
irritation.

References:
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 Conservation 
is a state of

harmony
between men

and land..
ALDO LEOPOLD
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 Carpet flower

 Blue wandering jew

 Yellow lion's eye

 Tinderwood
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 Devil's thorn (dubbeltjie)

 Brandnetel (Stinging nettle)

 Eland's senna

 All stinging nettle photos taken by Rinza Venter



GRIETJIE AS SEEN THROUGH
WAYNE'S LENS...
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CLASSIFIEDS and ADVERTISEMENTS

GLASS MONKEY BEADS

HANDMADE MURANO GLASS BEADS
GLASS BEAD JEWELRY

BEAD MAKING WORKSHOPS

ARUNA MOHAN
GLASSMONKEYBEADS@CLOUD.COM

FACEBOOK:  GLASS MONKEY BEADS
+27 (0) 79 38 64 325

COETZEE & VAN DER MERWE
Prokureurs | Aktevervaardigers | Boedelbereddaraars

Attorneys | Conveyancers | Estate Adminstrators

SH’ZEN - There is so much love!

A more beautiful you, naturally!
Please contact me should you wish to be added onto
our mailing list to view our weekly / monthly specials.

Consultant: Odette Dart
Cell Nr: 0824500971

Email: dartodette@gmail.com

PHALABORWA BRANCH

Tel:  15 781 1356/6/7         Fax 015 781 1141

Address: 
4 Tovanco Building

Palm Ave, Phalaborwa

Email:
deeds2@coetzeevdmerwe.co.za

lit@coetzeevdmerwe.co.za

HOEDSPRUIT BRANCH

Tel:  015 793 1113/4         Fax: 015 793 1440

Address:
166 Moose Rd, Hoedspruit

Email:
hoedspruit@costzeevdmerwe.co.za
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PENGA NDLOVU CUSTOMS

- ARE YOU GETTING TIRED OF YOUR BLUNT KNIVES?
- DOES YOUR CUTTING EDGE NEED AN UPGRADE?

BRING THEM TO PENGA NDLOVU CUSTOMS TO HAVE THEM
SHARPENED TO A RAZORS EDGE.

LIFELONG GUARANTEE ON ALL YOUR HANDMADE UNLESS STATED
OTHERWISE

071 903 3270 – PORTION 77

TO BE CONTINUED....



VIRTUAL MUTSAMI
Professional Web Development

We build MOBILE FRIENDLY web &
applications & E-COMMERCE STORES

using WORDPRESS.
Contact Tracey 082 424 7527
Email:  tracey@mutsami.co.za

Getting I.T. Done!!! 
Contact:  Tyler +27 (0) 714 0966

Email:  tyler@tytytech.co.za
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE...

SEE YOU NEXT TIME!

For all your canvas printing needs.
Contact:

Wayne Calitz on 082 447 2331
Email: wayne.sprocky@gmail.com


